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Epic History & Lyrical 
Landscapes of Turkey



From the ancient port city of Ephesus, to the soaring Byzantine dome of Hagia Sophia, Turkey 
has more than its fair share of world-famous ruins and monuments. A succession of historical 
figures and empires – including the Romans, Byzantines and Ottomans – have all left their mark 
on this former stopover along the Silk Road. Experiencing their legacy takes your clients from 
the closeted quarters of the sultan and his harem in Istanbul’s sprawling Topkapi Palace to the 

romantic and mysterious Lycian ruins on Mediterranean beaches.

Turkey’s diverse landscapes, from Aegean olive groves to eastern steppe, provide a lyrical setting 
for its many great ruins. The country’s most magical scenery is to be found in Asian Anatolia, 
where beautiful vistas are provided by the vertiginous Mediterranean coastline, Cappadocia’s 
otherworldly ‘fairy chimney’ rock formations and wavy valleys, the alpine pastures of the Kackar 

Mountains, and golden beaches like the 18km-long Patara Beach.



Magical Land of Greece



Holidays in Greece is the ultimate experience. Why visit Greece? The hot sun, the relaxing 
beaches, the marvellous nature, the rich culture and the warm hospitality will charm you from 
the first step in the country. There are so many islands and mainland resorts in Greece that need 
to be discovered. Greece is a wonderful place to visit all year round with magical historical places 
like Meteora, the spiritual oasis that draws in thousands of visitors each year to its monasteries 

perched high on the steep rocks.

Mythological background and it’s reflections as well the role of ancient Greece in art and science 
are the fundamentals of our today’s life.



The moment your clients step on Cyprus, they not only to gain some understanding of the island’s complex 
modern-day history. Greek and Turkish Cypriot societies are intrinsically different yet incredibly similar, 
linked by the still-strong role of traditional family life and a rich history where food cultures and folk customs 

have intermingled.

Crystal clear sea, along with tidy and sandy beaches, will make guests feel like they are in a paradise on 
Earth. Having one of the most stable and warmest climates in Europe, Cyprus presents a fulfilling and warm 

experience, as well as an active and colorful nightlife.

Unforgettable Times in Cyprus Island



Long, sandy beaches attract holidaymakers into Bulgaria’s Black Sea resorts each summer with accessible 
prices. The coast’s two big cities, Varna and Burgas airports serve as hubs for these very long stretch of beaches.

Being a country both offbeat and popular with its culture, traditions and amazing nature, there are many 
exciting initiatives for your clients. Bulgaria is turning to be a emerging destination for incentive and meeting 

planners due to the convenience and accessibility that the destination is offering.

Beautiful Black Sea Beaches of Bulgaria

Intra World’s new destinations will be the magnificent cities of Batumi GEORGIA & Baku AZARBAIJAN

Coming Soon
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Aegean Sea Crewed Gulet Yachting
One of the best and most relaxing ways to see Aegean is from the deck of a Crewed Gulet, enjoying beautiful scenery 

and numerous historic sites nestled in the secluded bays that line the Turkish coasts and Greek islands ,cruising the 

crystal-blue waters of the Aegean and Mediterranean.

Tailored to the needs and choice of your guests, with a professional crew dedicated to creating an unforgettable 

experience, guests are free to immerse in the luxury and relaxation of comfortable accommodation and breathtaking 

views that only cruising on board of a gulet can allow – privilege to enter the small bays where large boats and 

cruiseliners are not allowed to .

For the PRIVATE YACHT CHARTER requests, tailor made tours are available where the guests cruise with their 

friends or family or a group on their own.

Sometimes it may be difficult to gather friends or a group to charter a private gulet due to various reasons. In that 

case our regular departure CABIN CHARTERS will be an alternative solution for your guests

Established back in 1980, INTRA companies have been regarded as one of the 

most respected amongst the DMCs and incoming travel operators in the region.

Born in Turkey and since 2016 serving in Greece with fully owned Visit Aegean 

DMC, and as of 2018 offering Intra destination services in Cyprus and Bulgaria 

our offer covers the Eastern Med and soon will include also the Caucasus.

In Turkey and Greece we cover the whole geography and come in with a wide 

range of services, cultural tours and M.I.C.E taking the lead – In Cyprus and 

Bulgaria we are currently offering group and M.I.C.E. handling primarely. 

Looking forward to hearing from you,

Your INTRA TEAM
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